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Abstract
A novel reconstruction method to improve the image quality of three
dimensional (3D) datasets, obtained with high resolution X-ray Computed
Tomography (µCT), for samples consisting of only one material and sur-
rounding air is presented. It combines discrete tomography with iterative
reconstruction algorithms, it is applicable for routine µCT applications
and is referred to as the Experimental Discrete Algebraic Reconstruction
Technique (EDART). A fast and intuitive method to estimate the atten-
uation coefficient and segmentation threshold, in case these are unknown,
is included. Experimental results illustrate that EDART allows improving
the reconstruction quality relatively to standard iterative reconstruction
when few projections are available, without significantly increasing the
reconstruction time.
keywords: discrete tomography, high resolution CT, iterative reconstruc-
tion
1 Introduction1
High resolution X-ray computed tomography (µCT) is a powerful, non-destructive2
technique which allows for the investigation of the internal structure of objects.3
An important challenge lies in the correct reconstruction of the projection data4
obtained with (µCT). As the datasets obtained with laboratory based µCT are5
of substantial size, it is a challenging problem to obtain accurate reconstructions6
in a reasonable amount of time.7
To obtain the optimal reconstruction quality, all the information that is available8
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about the sample should be used during the reconstruction. Often tomography9
is applied on sample consisting of only one or a limited number of materials,10
which is referred to as discrete tomography [1]. In discrete tomography the11
purpose is to obtain more accurate reconstructions by using the prior knowl-12
edge such as the number of materials and the attenuation coefficients of these13
materials. It is often used to reduce the number of necessary projections. There14
exist several algorithms for discrete tomography, e.g. [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. For15
medical applications, most algorithms assume that the value of the attenuation16
coefficient is known in advance, because the scanned materials are known in17
advance. In laboratory based tomography, all kinds of samples are scanned and18
the attenuation coefficient(s) of the material(s) often are unknown. Addition-19
ally, most algorithms for discrete tomography are computationally demanding20
and time consuming, particularly for 3D volumes. A typical dataset obtained21
with µCT is of substantial size, so a fast computationally efficient algorithm is22
required in practical applications.23
Recently, Batenburg and Sijbers proposed a new reconstruction algorithm for24
discrete tomography, called DART (Discrete Algebraic Reconstruction Tech-25
nique; [10]) which had several practical applications [11, 12, 13]. DART com-26
bines discrete reconstruction with iterative reconstruction algorithms. Iterative27
reconstruction algorithms [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] are becom-28
ing a more widely used alternative for analytical reconstruction algorithms, such29
as the algorithm of Feldkamp, David and Kress (FDK) [26], which are based30
on filtered back projections. These algorithms can be used to reduce artifacts31
such as cone beam artifacts [27, 28], metal artifacts [29, 30] and beam harden-32
ing artifacts [31, 32, 33]. Moreover, they can provide better noise handling and33
reconstructions of higher quality when only a limited number of projections are34
available [34, 35, 36, 37]. With DART it is possible to obtain more accurate35
reconstructions for samples consisting of a number of discrete materials, even36
when the number of projections is limited.37
Although DART can produce reconstructions of much better quality in com-38
parison with regular iterative reconstruction algorithms, the DART algorithm39
requires accurate knowledge about the attenuation coefficient(s) and the thresh-40
old(s) in order to produce accurate results. Several methods for the determi-41
nation of the attenuation coefficient and threshold are available [38, 39, 40].42
However, most algorithms are very time consuming or are not applicable for43
every type of sample, which makes them not always practically feasible for rou-44
tine µCT applications. Even when the attenuation coefficient is known, the45
reconstruction times of DART can increase because several discretization and46
reconstruction steps are needed. The reconstruction times reported in [40] indi-47
cate that the computational time for DART is significantly larger in comparison48
with the reconstruction time of classical iterative reconstruction, especially for49
datasets where the attenuation coefficient has to be estimated.50
The question arises whether it would be possible to obtain a better result in51
comparison with classical iterative reconstruction algorithms while keeping the52
reconstruction time in the same order of magnitude. In this paper an algorithm53
inspired by the DART algorithm will be presented: the Experimental Discrete54
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Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (EDART). With this algorithm it is not55
our goal to obtain the best possible result, but to obtain a better result in com-56
parison with standard iterative reconstruction techniques without significantly57
increasing the reconstruction time. The EDART algorithm will be explained for58
reconstruction of 3D datasets consisting of only one material and surrounding59
air, but it can be extended towards datasets consisting out of more materials.60
Additionally, a fast and intuitive way to estimate the attenuation coefficient61
and threshold in the dataset consisting of one material and surrounding air is62
presented.63
2 Materials and methods64
In this section, first the basic concepts of iterative reconstruction are reviewed.65
The EDART algorithm will be presented, as well as a fast and intuitive way to66
determine the attenuation coefficient of the material of the sample in case this67
is not known in advance. Subsequently, the samples and parameters and set-up68
used for scanning them are described and finally the methods for evaluations of69
the results are discussed.70
2.1 Iterative Reconstruction71
Iterative reconstruction algorithms consider the reconstruction process as the72
optimization of a discrete representation of the object f(x, y, z) in order to73
satisfy a system of equations that describes the imaging modality. The ob-74
ject function is represented on a 3D grid of N voxels (3D equivalent of pixels)75
corresponding to function values fj with j = 1, 2, . . . , N . The line integral cor-76
responding to a detector pixel can be written in a discrete form, pi, which is77
called a ray sum. Algebraic reconstruction algorithms try to find a solution to78
the linear equation system:79
W · f = p . (1)
f is the (N × 1) column vector representing the function values fj and p is80
a (M × 1) column vector containing the ray sums pi, with M = RMp the81
total number of measured ray sums in all the projection images; R represents82
the number of projections and Mp the number of detector pixels. W is the83
(M ×N) matrix of the weights wij , which represent the contribution of the j-th84
voxel to the i-th ray sum.. In this paper the SART algorithm [15] is used, but85
both DART and EDART can be used with different algebraic reconstruction86
techniques. With SART the update process is described by [15]:87
f
(k+1)
j = f
k
j + λ
∑
pi∈Pφ
(
pi−
∑N
n=0 winf
k
n∑N
n=0 win
)
wij∑
pi∈Pφ wij
. (2)
Where fkj represents the linear attenuation coefficient of voxel j after the k-th88
iteration, λ is a relaxation parameter and Pφ is the projection with projection89
angle φ. One SART iteration uses every projection once.90
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2.2 EDART91
The Experimental Discrete Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (EDART) was92
developed because we needed an algorithm which improves the reconstruction93
quality by taking the discrete nature of the sample into account, without sig-94
nificantly increasing reconstruction time. With EDART we will try to improve95
the reconstruction quality by using only one discretization step. These are the96
different steps in the EDART algorithm in case the attenuation coefficient µ of97
the material of the sample and a realistic threshold T are known in advance, in98
comparison with a SART reconstruction with 2×Nit iterations:99
1. Perform a SART reconstruction with Nit iterations.100
2. Apply a smoothing algorithm to reduce the noise (we use a median filter,101
but other types of filter can be used as well).102
3. Segment the volume. Every voxel with a value lower than T is set to zero103
and the others are set to µ.104
4. The segmented volume is used as input for a new SART reconstruction105
with Nit iterations.106
5. The result is smoothed and segmented.107
In this way the total number of iterations remains the same as in the SART108
algorithm. Note that each SART iteration uses every projection once. The only109
overhead which is introduced by using EDART is applying the smoothing and110
the discretization step.111
The necessary number of iterations Nit will of course depend on the available112
number of projections. When only a limited number of projections are available113
the reconstruction quality can be improved by increasing the number of itera-114
tions. However, increasing Nit will also increase the reconstruction time, so the115
number of iterations should only be increased when it has an effect on the recon-116
struction quality. To determine if the reconstruction is affected by changing the117
number of iterations we evaluated whether the histogram changed significantly118
for a single slice reconstruction when the number of iterations was changed.119
Several single slice reconstructions with increasing number of iterations were120
performed and Otsu’s threshold [41] was determined for each reconstruction. If121
the determined threshold did not vary significantly when the number of itera-122
tions was increased, the current number of iterations was set as Nit.123
2.3 Determining the attenuation coefficient and threshold124
In the previous section we assumed that the attenuation coefficient and thresh-125
old of the sample are known in advance. In case of non-medical experimental126
datasets this is often not the case. Moreover, when using the experimental data127
artifacts can occur, the projection images contain noise and the samples are128
often not completely discrete. As a result, there will be a variation in the re-129
constructed attenuation coefficients of voxels belonging to the same material.130
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In this case a virtual attenuation coefficient µ for the material which results131
in the best reconstruction quality needs to be determined. In this section a132
method to estimate µ and T is presented. When the EDART algorithm is used133
in combination with this method we will refer to this as EDART(calc), while134
the EDART algorithm in combination with known µ and T is referred to as135
EDART(known).136
In the case of a discrete sample which consists only of one material, a single slice137
of the sample can be used to estimate the attenuation coefficient and threshold.138
We select an initial value µa and perform the steps listed below to determine a139
new value for the attenuation coefficient, µb. To determine the thresholds T a140
and T b we used Otsu’s method [41] but other algorithms can be used as well.141
a) Perform a SART reconstruction with Nit iterations and apply a smoothing142
operation.143
b) Determine a threshold T a to segment the volume; every voxel with a value144
lower than T a is set to zero and the others are set to µa145
c) Use the segmented slice as input for a new SART reconstruction with Nit146
iterations and apply a smoothing operation.147
d) Determine a new threshold for the sample, T b.148
e) Determine a new value for the attenuation coefficient of the sample, µb.149
This is done by selecting the histogram bin with the highest peak value in150
the range [T, hmax], with hmax the highest value in the histogram range.151
During an iterative reconstruction, the difference between the measured and152
the calculated ray sum is first multiplied with a relaxation parameter and then153
backprojected. This difference should be minimal. If the initial solution is not154
good, the difference will be rather large and the initial solution will be corrected155
during this backprojection. As a result, if the initial value µa is too small, the156
new attenuation coefficient µb will be larger than µa. If we start with a µa which157
is too large, the resulting µb will be smaller. If the value for µa is close to the158
real value for µ the difference between µa and µb will be minimal. Therefore we159
propose a new algorithm for determining µ and T , of which the pseudo code is160
listed below.161
This algorithm starts with an initial guess value which is set as central162
value µc. n is an integer value (typically n ∈ [2, 4]) which is chosen to allow163
a variation around µc and µstep is a relatively large step value (typically such164
that µcµstep ∈ [5, 10]) for stepwise changing µi, with i the index of the calculation.165
The value of µc is dependent of the sample, if the initial value of µc turns out166
to be too small or too large it is changed in line 16 or line 29 of the algorithm167
respectively. stop is a chosen stop value (typically stop ∈ [0.001, 0.020]); a168
smaller value of stop will increase the accuracy of the resulting µ and T . Lines169
4 until 7 ensure that µa0 is positive. In lines 8 until 11 2n+1 values of µ
a and µb170
are determined. If the conditions in line 14 and 20 are fulfilled the stop criterion171
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Algorithm 1 Determine µ and T
1: Initialize n, µc, stop and µstep
2: while Stop criterion is not met do
3: µa0 ← µc - nµstep
4: while µa0 < 0 do
5: µstep ← µstep2
6: µa0 ← µc - nµstep
7: end while
8: for j ← 0, 2n do
9: Calculate µbj . Using steps a) until e) mentioned above
10: µaj+1 ← µaj + µstep
11: end for
12: i← 0
13: while (Stop criterion is not met) AND (µc remains unchanged) do
14: if (µbi < µ
a
i ) AND (µ
b
j < µ
a
j for each j > i) then
15: if i = 0 then
16: µc ← µb0 . µc is changed
17: if µb0 − µa0 < n ∗ µstep2 then
18: µstep ← µstep2
19: end if
20: else if
∣∣µbi−1 − µai−1∣∣ < stop then
21: stop criterion is met
22: T ← Ti−1
23: µ← µbi−1
24: else
25: µc ← µbi−1 . µc is changed
26: µstep ← µstep2
27: end if
28: else if i = 2n then
29: µc ← µb2n . µc is changed
30: if µbi − µai < n ∗ µstep2 then
31: µstep ← µstep2
32: end if
33: else
34: i← i+ 1
35: end if
36: end while
37: end while
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is met and the values of µ and T are returned. Every time a new reconstruction172
is executed the result can be visualized so the user can also visually evaluate173
the results.174
When using this approach, two parameters µ and T are determined based on the175
evolution of one parameter. This is why we used the evolution around a central176
value µc. Indeed, it can happen that µ
a
i generates a lower µ
b
i only because the177
threshold is changed to compensate for the difference between the measured and178
the calculated ray sum and not because the optimal µ is smaller than µa. In this179
case a local decrease will occur and in one of the next steps (j = i+ 1, i+ 2, ..)180
there will be an increase: µbj > µ
a
j . Thus it is very important to ensure that181
the selected i for which a decrease occurs indicates a global decrease, this means182
that for each j > i : µbj < µ
a
j , which is the second condition in line 14.183
The EDART method was presented for the reconstruction of samples consisting184
out of one material and surrounding air, however it can be extended towards185
multi-material samples. If the attenuation coefficient and threshold are known in186
advance, the extension is trivial, if this is not the case the method for calculating187
µ and T needs to be extended as well. For the segmentation a multi-level188
thresholding technique should be used, for example the one mentioned in [42].189
Then each µ(i) can be calculated by applying the method mentioned above in190
the interval [T (i− 1), T (i)].191
2.4 Samples192
EDART and SART reconstructions of three samples with different structures193
are compared: a toy sample, an aluminum foam sample and a sample of four194
cookies. Micro-CT scanning was performed using the micro-CT scanner setup195
at UGCT [43]. This flexible setup allows selecting the optimal scanning pa-196
rameters (X-ray source, detector, filters. . . ) to maximize resolution and image197
quality depending on the sample. For all the samples the Feinfocus FXE 160198
X-ray tube was used. For the toy and the aluminum foam sample this was199
combined with a Varian PaxScan 2520V flat panel detector and for the sample200
of four cookies with a PerkinElmer 1620 CN3 CS flat panel detector. A 3 mm201
aluminum filter was used for the aluminum foam sample and a 1 mm aluminum202
filter for the other samples. The X-ray tube was operated at 80 kV for the203
sample of cookies, 100 kV for the aluminum foam sample and at 120 kV for204
the toy sample. The projection images were cropped and rebinned, resulting in205
1000 projections of 910 x 725 pixels for the toy sample, 1500 projections of 940206
x 748 pixels for the aluminum foam sample and 1200 projections of 1019 x 519207
pixels for the sample of cookies. The resulting voxel pitch was 34 µm for the208
toy sample, 67 µm for the aluminum foam sample and 56 µm for the sample of209
cookies.210
A virtual phantom of the toy sample was created as well: the toy sample was211
reconstructed with the SART algorithm and binarized using a global thresh-212
olding algorithm. A virtual attenuation coefficient of 1.0 cm−1 was assigned to213
the material and the 512 projections were simulated with the in house devel-214
oped Projection Simulator [28]. The advantage of using a simulation is that the215
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exact solution, the ground truth, is known in advance, which makes it easier216
to compare different algorithms. Simulations do not suffer from artifacts (for217
example arising from the polychromaticity of the beam which is not taken into218
account during the reconstruction). Another advantage is that the attenuation219
coefficient is known, which also allows testing the above mentioned algorithm220
for determining the attenuation coefficient.221
2.5 Evaluation222
The results can be visually evaluated, or in case a ground truth is available, the223
accuracy of the reconstructions can be quantified using the relative Number of224
Misclassified voxels (rNMV), which is defined as:225
rNMV =
MV
V oI
, (3)
with MV the total number of Misclassified Voxels, i.e. the total number of226
voxels that are classified in as being part of a different phase than in ground227
truth volume and V oI the Voxels of Interest, i.e. the total number of voxels228
belonging to the phase of interest (either the material of the sample or the air)229
in the ground truth volume.230
3 Results and Discussion231
In this section the reconstruction results using EDART and SART with different232
number of projections will be described for three samples: the toy sample, the233
aluminum foam sample and the cookie sample. At first the reconstruction of234
the virtual toy phantom will be discussed. In this case the exact solution is235
known. For the experimental datasets the exact solution is not known, in these236
cases a SART reconstruction using a large number of projections is binarized237
with a global thresholding method using Otsu’s threshold. This binary solution238
is considered to be the ground truth.239
3.1 Virtual Toy phantom240
For the virtual toy phantom we are most interested in the cavity inside the241
sample, as this is invisible for the outside observer. In Figure 1 the cavity242
in the phantom is visualized with VGStudio Max 2.0. The sample was recon-243
structed with SART and EDART(known) using 8, 16, 32 and 64 projections244
with µ = 1.0 cm−1 and T = 0.5 cm−1. In each case the projections were evenly245
distributed over 360◦. Additionally the EDART(calc) algorithm was used to246
estimate µ and T . In Table 1 the resulting values for the estimated µ and T are247
shown for the reconstructions using different number of projections Np. For 8248
and 16 projections Nit = 20 was used and for Np = 32 and Np = 64, Nit = 10249
was used for the EDART reconstructions. To compare reconstructions with the250
same amount of iterations, 2×Nit iterations were used for the SART reconstruc-251
tions. The SART reconstructions were segmented by using Otsu’s threshold, in252
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Figure 1: Cavity in the virtual toy phantom. The scale bar indicates the
scale of the real sample of which this phantom was created.
Table 1: Calculated µ and T for the virtual toy phantom in the case of different
number of projections. The scale bar indicates the scale of the real sample of
which this phantom was created.
Np µ (cm
−1) T (cm−1)
8 0.904 0.434
16 0.991 0.475
32 1.007 0.480
64 1.000 0.493
order to be able to compare the discrete images. In Figure 2 the rNMV for the253
different reconstructions of the cavity is shown; to determine the cavity region,254
the same region as in Figure 1 was extracted from the different reconstructions255
and the voxels belonging to the air phase were visualized. Figure 3 shows the256
EDART(calc) and SART reconstructions of the cavity using 8, 16 and 32 pro-257
jections, visualized with VGStudio Max 2.0. From Figure 2 it can be observed258
that the rNMV is higher for the SART than for the EDART reconstruction.259
Especially for the lower number of projections it is clear that EDART performs260
better than SART, when more projections are available the difference decreases.261
The rNMV of the EDART(calc) reconstructions is slightly higher than that of262
the EDART(known) reconstructions, but still lower than the SART reconstruc-263
tions. From Figure 3 it is clear that a larger part of the cavity can be retrieved264
with the EDART algorithm than with the SART algorithm. Especially more of265
the pore voxels at the top of the sample can be identified with EDART. Note266
that these pore voxels are the most difficult to identify because they are fewer267
in number and surrounded by more material-voxels than the pore voxels at the268
bottom of the sample. Additionally, more details can be distinguished with269
the EDART algorithm: the inscription of the number 20 at the bottom of the270
sample can already be distinguished with the EDART algorithm when only 8271
projections are available; for the SART algorithm 32 projections are necessary,272
and even then the number is better defined in the EDART reconstruction.273
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Figure 2: The rNMV of the cavity in the toy phantom for different recon-
struction techniques with various number of projections: SART, EDART
with known µ and T (EDART(known)), and EDART with the calculated
values for µ and T (EDART(calc)), as mentioned in Table 1.
Figure 3: Reconstructed cavity (same region as in Figure 1) in the virtual
toy sample in case of SART with Np = 8 (a), Np = 16 (b) and Np = 32
(c), and EDART(calc) with Np = 8 (d), Np = 16 (e) and Np = 32 (f). The
scale bar indicates the scale of the real sample of which this phantom was
created.
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Figure 4: 3D rendering visualized with VGStudio Max 2.0 (a) and a recon-
structed slice (b) of the aluminum foam sample
3.2 Experimental samples274
The EDART algorithm was tested on three experimental datasets with differ-275
ent structures. Each sample consists of one material and surrounding air: an276
aluminum foam sample, a sample of four cookies and a toy sample (of which277
a phantom was created in the previous section). As a ground truth for these278
samples a SART reconstruction with 2 iterations using 1000 projections in case279
of the toy sample, 1500 projections for the aluminum foam sample and 1200280
projections for the sample of the four cookies was used. This reconstruction281
was first smoothed and then binarized with a global threshold algorithm us-282
ing Otsu’s threshold. In Figure 4(a) and 4(b) a 3D rendering visualized with283
VGStudio Max 2.0 and a reconstructed slice of the binarized aluminum foam are284
shown, respectively. Figure 5(a) and 5(b) show a 3D rendering visualized with285
VGStudio Max 2.0 and a reconstructed slice of the sample of cookies, respec-286
tively; the rectangle indicates a porous region in one of the cookies. For both287
of these samples the phase of interest is the material phase so this is visualized.288
For the toy sample we are again most interested in the cavity, the 3D rendering289
of this cavity is not shown as it is similar to the one shown in Figure 1.290
For these samples, µ and T are not known, so the EDART(calc) algorithm is used291
for the reconstructions. The samples were reconstructed using different number292
of projections Np. In Table 2 the number of iterations Nit and the resulting µ293
and T are shown for the different samples reconstructed with different Np. In294
order to compare reconstructions with the same number of iterations 2×Nit iter-295
ations were used for the SART reconstructions. The SART reconstructions were296
binarized with Otsu’s threshold as global threshold equal to 0.327 cm−1, 0.134297
cm−1 and 0.097 cm−1 for the foam, cookie and toy sample, respectively. The298
SART reconstruction time for using all available projections was approximately299
30 minutes for the sample of cookies and the toy sample and 45 minutes for300
the aluminum foam sample (exact reconstruction times are not given because301
they depend on the implementation of the code and the used computational302
hardware). Reducing the number of projections reduces these reconstruction303
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Figure 5: 3D rendering visualized with VGStudio Max 2.0 (a) and a recon-
structed slice (b) of the sample of four cookies. The rectangle indicates a
porous region in one of the cookies
times as well. The EDART reconstructions resulted in a constant increase of304
reconstruction time (independent of the number of projections), which varied305
between 5 and 7 minutes, in comparison with the SART reconstructions, in-306
cluding the time to calculate µ and T . In Figure 6(a), 6(b) and 6(c) the rNMV307
for the SART and EDAR(calc) reconstructions is shown for the aluminum foam308
sample, the sample of cookies and the cavity in the toy sample, respectively.309
A trend can be observed in Table 2: as the number of projections decreases,310
the calculated values for µ and T decrease as well. This trend is most significant311
for the sample of cookies. The cookies have a very fine structure with many312
boundaries, and as the number of projection decreases, more information which313
is necessary for an accurate reconstruction is missing. As a result, the bound-314
aries of the reconstructed sample will be less well-defined and the boundaries315
will be smeared out over multiple voxels because of the partial volume effect,316
which will cause the attenuation coefficient to vary for different voxels. The317
attenuation coefficient is no longer discrete and the calculated attenuation coef-318
ficient will be smaller because of the partial volume effect. Because this sample319
has many boundaries, this effect is significant.320
From Figure 6 it can be observed that the rNMV of the EDART(calc) recon-321
structions is lower than that of the SART reconstructions in case there are few322
projections available. If the number of projections increases, the difference in323
rNMV decreases. For the sample of cookies the SART reconstruction using324
600 projections has even a slightly lower rNMV than the EDART(calc) recon-325
structions. The better results for the EDART(calc) reconstructions in case the326
number of available projections is limited can also be visually observed. Figure327
7 shows the same reconstructed cross section of the aluminum foam sample as328
that in Figure 4(b) in case of SART using Np = 50 (a), Np = 150 (b) and329
EDART(calc) using Np = 50 (c) and Np = 150 (d). It can be observed that the330
material phase is significantly overestimated in case of the SART reconstruc-331
tions. Figure 8 shows the same reconstructed cross section of the sample of332
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Table 2: Nit, calculated µ and calculated T for the aluminum foam sample, the
sample of four cookies and the toy sample in the case of different number of
projections Np
Sample Np Nit µ (cm
−1) T (cm−1)
Aluminum foam 20 10 0.527 0.257
50 5 0.623 0.310
100 5 0.637 0.336
150 5 0.647 0.349
250 5 0.636 0.341
500 3 0.637 0.329
Cookies 10 10 0.151 0.098
20 10 0.187 0.100
50 5 0.189 0.098
100 5 0.211 0.114
200 5 0.232 0.121
400 3 0.241 0.133
600 2 0.243 0.134
Toy 5 10 0.186 0.083
10 5 0.189 0.089
20 5 0.196 0.093
50 5 0.198 0.099
100 5 0.199 0.099
cookies as that in Figure 5(b) in case of SART using Np = 20 (a), Np = 50 (b)333
and EDART(calc) using Np = 20 (c) and Np = 50 (d). Again the material phase334
is overestimated in case of the SART reconstruction. When comparing recon-335
structions obtained using the same number of projections, the porous regions,336
for example within the rectangle, are better defined in case of the EDART(calc)337
reconstruction.338
4 Conclusions339
In this paper a method for reconstructing experimental 3D datasets obtained340
with high resolution X-ray tomography, for samples consisting only of one mate-341
rial and surrounding (and enclosed) air was presented. This method is referred342
to as Experimental Discrete Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (EDART) and343
focuses on improving reconstruction quality in case few projections are present,344
without significantly increasing the reconstruction time. Additionally, a fast345
method to estimate the attenuation coefficient and threshold of the material in346
case these are unknown was presented. The results of the application of EDART347
on experimental samples were presented, these illustrate that EDART allows for348
the improvement of the reconstruction quality in case of limited projections in349
comparison with iterative reconstruction algorithms such as SART and that the350
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Figure 6: The rNMV of the aluminum foam sample (a), the sample of
cookies (b) and cavity in the toy sample (c) for SART and EDART(calc)
reconstructions (µ and T as mentioned in Table 2) using various number of
projections.
increase in reconstruction time is limited.351
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